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Welcome to the IBU World Championships Biathlon 2023 

 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

we are very happy to welcome you to the IBU 

Biathlon World Championships 2023 in the town 

of Oberhof. 

After 2004, the Thüringer Wintersportzentrum 

will host a biathlon world championship for the 

second time. Back then – almost two decades 

ago – biathlon fans were able to witness exciting 

competitions, an electric atmosphere, and a yet still up-and-coming and rapidly growing type 

of winter sport. In many countries, biathlon now is the undisputed number one when it comes 

to winter sports live broadcasts on television. 

Therefore, the expectations in the 2023 championships are equally high. And we too are hoping 

– after having endured the limitations caused by the Covid pandemic – to have the opportunity 

to broadcast this marvelous sport in the presence of many thousands of people in the stadium 

and along the course. 

The competitions will be produced in cooperation with the ZDF, and we will do everything we 

can to broadcast unforgettable pictures from the Thuringian Forest out into the world.In the 

broadcasting union of the ARD, we – the Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk (MDR) – are responsible 

for the technical aspects of these world championships. We have extensive experience in 

producing winter sport events, we are at home in Thuringia, and we aspire to provide you with 

perfect working conditions and professional service for TV and radio. 

Let us celebrate the sport of biathlon together – with tens of thousands of fans on the spot 

and millions of television viewers and radio listeners across Europe and all over the world. 

 

Warm regards 

 

Klaus Brinkbäumer 

MDR Program Director 
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Welcome by Organising Committee 

 

Dear Media Representatives, 

A very warm welcome to the absolute highlight of the winter 

season 2022/23, the BMW IBU Biathlon World Championships 

in Oberhof. 

After Oberhof was selected in September 2018 in Porec/Croatia 

to host the World Championships the Organising Committee 

has been working without interruption to prepare this 

outstanding winter sports event in Thuringia – the green heart 

of Germany. 

The remaining construction works in the ARENA am Rennsteig are right on schedule, so we can 

looking forward to the competitions in a stadium with a new and modern face. Under the motto 

„Oberhof, where you meet world champions!“, the Biathlon World Championchips will be the 

crowning glory of two world championchips in Oberhof, one after the other – unique in the 

world of winter sports. 

After two years of holding the World Cups without spectators due to the global pandemic 

situation, we hope together with you for World Championchips with full spectator stands. Our 

common goal is to enable you to convey to the world the emotion and passion of the 

competition in the same way as they can be experienced by the spectators at the finishing area 

in the ARENA am Rennsteig or during the medal award at the Medal Plaza in town. 

And of course we all hope for a peaceful world as a basis for championchips that unite peoples 

and for the peaceful competition of all nations in biathlon. 

On behalf of the Organising Committee I would like to take this opportunity to express my 

sincere thanks for your untiring efforts to show the special atmosphere of these Biathlon World 

Championchips in Oberhof in February 2023 to an audience throuhout the world. 

  

Thomas Grellmann 

Chairman of the Organising Committee 
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Welcome by IBU President 

 

Dear Broadcasters , 

it is with great pleasure and joy that I welcome you to the IBU 

World Championships 2023 in Oberhof, Germany. 

Oberhof has for years been one of the traditional BMW IBU 

World Cup venues, the first stop of Trimester 2, always packed 

with drama and many thousands upon thousands of excited 

fans. We got used to Oberhof welcoming biathlon’s best after 

the Christmas break, as athletes start their long stretch of final 

preparations towards the highlight of the season, be it the IBU World Championships or 

Olympic Winter Games. It has proven to be the venue, at which the deciding shifts happen in 

the titanic battle for the Total Score title, biathlon’s most difficult challenge. Tiril Eckhoff hit her 

stunning form and commenced an almost uninterrupted series of wins in the 2020/2021 season 

in Oberhof. Marte Olsbu Roeiseland and Quentin Fillon Maillet started to get a firm grip over 

the competition in Oberhof before they flourished at the Beijing 2022 Games and collected 

their first Total Score titles last season. Oberhof has thus offered stage for great triumphs, 

transmitted to the homes of millions of biathlon’s fans across the world. 

Oberhof first hosted the IBU World Championships in 2004, and what a memorable event it 

turned out to be! Raphael Poiree of France was the King of Oberhof 2004, as he claimed gold 

in the individual, sprint, and mass start and added silver in the pursuit and bronze in the men’s 

relay. Liv Grete Poiree was the Queen of Oberhof 2004, as she equaled Raphael’s tally of three 

individual gold medals with sprint, pursuit, and mass start wins and added a triumph in the 

women’s relay on top. Men’s relay Battle Royale captured the hearts of German fans as Franck 

Luck, Ricco Gross, Sven Fischer, and Michi Greiss brought home perhaps the most coveted 

gold. It was a memorable emotional moment for Fischer, who rushed to the maternity hospital 

after the pursuit – with a bib still firmly sitting on his shoulders – to greet his daughter Sophie 

to the world just five days before winning the relay’s gold. 

Oberhof was also one of the venues that flawlessly staged two-week world cup competitions 

in the 2020/2021 season, when ragging COVID-19 pandemics kept asking new questions, and 

we had to find answers and new solutions almost daily. Its much improved world-class 

infrastructure got tested in the harshest of environments. And Oberhof aced it. 
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With its rich heritage of outstanding achievements, Oberhof is ready to add new chapters at 

the IBU’s flagship event in 2023. Millions of fans across the globe want to be part of the 

biathlon’s unique excitement, and they rely upon your storytelling vision of the event and the 

deciding moments and emotions captured by your camera. 

I am sure you will find working conditions up to your standards and competitions drama in 

Oberhof worthy of your creative talent and technical skills. 

 

With warm wishes 

 

Olle Dahlin 

IBU President 
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Welcome by Eurovision Sport 

 

Dear Colleagues and friends of Biathlon, 

Eurovision Sport warmly welcome you to the 2023 IBU World 

Biathlon Championships in Oberhof, without a doubt the 

highlight of the upcoming winter season. 

What seems like ages ago, at the IBU World Championships in 

Antholz 2020, the International Biathlon Union and Eurovision 

Sport signed an Agreement to extend our partnership long into 

the future. The upcoming IBU season and the IBU World 

Championships in Oberhof mark the start of this new contract. 

The landmark agreement allows the IBU to focus on the future 

with an unparallel exposure secured through your channels and 

platforms. 

Over the years we have together succeeded to grow the sport of Biathlon to become the 

number one sport in Winter. This has not come easy and it has required hard work from all 

involved parties. These efforts by you are highly appreciated and instrumental for the future 

success. The work is naturally ever continuing, and the spirit of the prolonged partnership is 

one of constant development and a common search of excellence. Together we can do it. 

Our hosts for the upcoming IBU World Championships 2023 are also striving to provide you 

all with the best, be it for the TV production, broadcast facilities or servicing your individual 

needs. The Host Broadcasting organization and the Eurovision team is there to support you to 

be able to bring the excitement and thrill of live biathlon to your audiences.  

Finally, I am sure all of us hope that on-site spectators will be able to return normally to the 

stands as in the past and that we all will be able to enjoy the special atmosphere and warm 

hospitality that Oberhof is world famous for. 

 

Mit freundlichen Grüßen 

 

Robert Portman 

Head of Winter Sport 

Eurovision Sport 


